At first, one would think the name Black Eyed Barbie would invoke controversy, intrigue, curiosity and
most of all INTEREST ! The truth is, it does all of that ! Black Eyed Barbie is a Burlington based band with a
unique sound that is a perfect blend of blues, classic rock, country and a touch of soul.
They are a 5 piece group whose diverse ingredients truly reflect each individual flavour that makes up
the mix ! Their formation was attributed to their paths having crossed over the many years in the music industry,
and developing a long term relationship from these contact experiences.
Barbie did not come out of the gate with a BANG ! In fact, it was more like, planting a seed and over time, slowly
and patiently watering, pruning and shaping your “banzai tree” to be the image, texture and feel of what was in
your mind.
In their short life together, they have shared many stages, enjoyed some air time on 2 radio stations,
Y108 in Hamilton, and 1019 Rock North Bay. They have had the pleasure of performing at the Sound of Music
Festival in 2018, and to have worked along side local artists such as Ginger St James and Jordan Honsinger
( Formerly with Cold Creek County ) Having already released their first single “Whiskey in a tea cup”, Black
Eyed Barbie is in a great position to hit 2020 head on. They have a new video ready for release, and new
tracks being recorded with the talented guidance from Jordan Honsinger at the producers helm.
Black Eyed Barbie can bring you a “full on” 5 piece musical experience that will touch on a multitude of
music styles. They can also deliver as a 5 piece acoustic project, and further distill things down to an intimate 3
piece acoustic show .
Keep an eye, and an ear open for Black Eyed Barbie in 2020, it will be sure to leave a mark !!
“Whiskey In A Teacup hooks you right off the top with it’s catchy melody and driving rhythm.
Congratulations to Black Eyed Barbie, who’ve crafted a great tune!”
Mitch Belanger
Program Director/Morning Host – 101.9 ROCK
Program Director – Country 600
North Bay, Ontario
“Sassy southern sound with a great hook that leaves you feeling thirsty for more”

http://blackeyedbarbie.com/b-e-b-epk/

Shelley Stevens
Radio host Y108
Hamilton, Ontario

